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AEROCRANE
A HYBRID LTA AIRCRAF'[FOR AERIAL CRANE APPLICATIONS
RusselG. Perkins,Jr.*
DonaldB.Doolittle** ._
ABSTRACT: The Aerocrane,a hybrid aircraft,combinesrotor lift with buoyantlift to ,_ _
offer VTOL load capabilitygreatly in excessof helicoptertechnologywhile eliminating _
the airship problem of ballast transfer. In addition, the Aerocraneconcept sharply
reducesthe ,nooringproblemof airshipsand provides360° vectorablethrustto supplya _ :
relativelylargeforcecomponentfor controlof gust loads.Designedfor useinshortrange, -_ _ :
ultra heavylift missions,the Aerocraneoperatesina performanceenvelopeunsuitablefor
either helicoptersor airships.This paper addressesbasic designconsiderationsand ._potentialproblemareasof the concept.
INTRODUCTION !
The most seriousdeficiencyin U.S. aircraft performanceis the lack of a capabilityto pick-up,carry and
implacelarge,bulky cargos.PresentandprojectedVTOL aircraft offer very limited useful load capacities _
comparedto fixed wing aircraft, Figure 1 illustratesthis deficiencyplottingaircraft usefulloadandspeed
envelopefor conventionaland VTOL aircraft. Conventionalaircraft capabilitiesare boundedby C-5A
performance- a useful load capacityof over 200 tons. PresentVTOL capabilitiesare bounded by the _
CH-53E - a useful load capacity of only 18 tons. The Army's advancedHeavy Lift Helicopter (HLH)
developmentprogram will double the present VTOL capability. This is a significantadvancewhen !
comparedto VTOL aircraft, but isinsignificantwhencomparedtc presentfixed winga=rcraft.
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FIGURE 1. AircraftPerformanceSpectrum i
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This performance gap arises from the impact of the "square_:ube law" as aircraft size increases, and the 1 "
,!" relative inability of helicopter technology advances to compensate for its effects. The helicopter presents a
more difficult, constrained, design problem than the fixed wing aircraft. The "squarecube law" states that
_- the aerodynamic lift of an airfoil increasesas the square of a basic dimension while its structural weight
_" increasesas the cube of that same dimension. Thus, the aircraft structural weight becomes an increasingly :
larger fraction of total aircraft weight. The application of improved materials, better design techniques, l
higher wing Ioadingsand gasturbine enginesto fixed wing aircraft has been very successfulin compensating ,It;_! for the "square-cube law". The hel;copter designer, hile scaling up power requirements for larger rotors,
finds that his transmission design torque Ioadings have increased at a faster rate because of the reducedq
rotor RPM. The rotor blade characteristics which are satisfactory for a smaller helicopter are not
satisfactory for larger helicopters since the governing aerodynamic, centripetal and inertial forces do not
scale similarly. Finally, there is no speed/productivity increase with larger helicopters as the maximum
forward speed is limited by a fundamental aerodynamic problem, retreating blade stall.
:: in spite of these design trends and limitations, the helicopter is the only aircraft providing a military and i
!tj commercial capability as an aerial crane. Its notable performance for these applications has not produced a
widespread market because of its (1) low grosslifting cap_city, (2) high acquisition and operating costs and
(3) low operational reliability. It does not appear to be technically or financially feasible to achieve a VTOL f
: lifting capability commensurate with conventional aircraft by building larger and larger helicopters. Present
helicopters are inherently expensive and hard to maintain for aerial crane applications. Some departure
:" from state-of-the-art designpractice is necessary to alleviate this cost problem. Any aerial crane should have
_' as a minimum design goal the operational reliability of commercial fixed wing aircraft. Achieving this go,I
-_ for conventional helicopters does not appear to be technically feasible in the foreseeable future.
IF The Aerocrane is a hybrid Lighter Than Air (LTA) aircraft composed of balloon and helicopter elements
_ which conceptually addresseseach of the enumerated helicopter deficiencies. (As with any new idea or
concept, its reduction to practice may produce other, more substantial deficiencies as yet undisclosed.).
:_ The ba._icconcept is to integrate the controllable thrust vector of a rotary wing system with the brute
:: lifting capability of a heavy lift balloon to transcend projected useful load limits of practical helicopters.
Applied to the Aerocrane design, aerostatic lift supports two-thirds of the aircraft design takeoff weight,
,:;, i.e., the full structural weight and up to 50% of the design sling load, while aerodynamic lift only supports
the remaining 50% of the sling load.
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Figure 2. Aerocrane
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I AEROCRANE i ;.BB The Aerocrane concept is characterized by wings attached to a large rotating central spheroid containing
helium (Figure 2). Vectoring the aerodynamic thrust by collective and cyclic variation of wing angles of
attack provides all propulsive and maneuvering forces in a manner directly analagous to a helicopter rotor isystem.
Since the Aerocrane wings are very lightly loaded (about 6.6 Ibs/_l. ft. of wing area) and operate a low tip
speeds (about 200 ft,/sec.), centrifugal forces are not a significant factor in the .structural support of the +
wings. These low forces allow tip propulsion eliminating the main transmission of a conventional helicopter.
Because of the low tip speed, a braced wing structure may be used without a largepower penalty, and the "
large centerbody provides space for a deep cabane section without an additional aerodynamic penalty. The +
internal cabane structure and wire bracing are arranged to support the wings in the vertical, axial and
equatorial directions. This bracing system alleviates wing root in-plane and vertical bending moments. The r _
central structure is principally composed of pin_nded compression and tension members. In addition to _ "
transferring loads between wings and sling load, the center structure provides focal points for transferring _
aerostatic lift.
+i
Wing construction is anticipated to follow fixed wing rather than helicopter rotor design practice. Engines _.
and propellers are mounted conventionally on the wing spar with additional structural support to resist
centrifugal and gyroscopic forces. Fuel supply lines, hydraulic and electrical lines, control and
instrumentation signalsmust pass from the wing into the center section thru a flexible joint. +
The control cab and sling load are attached at the bottom of the centerbody and are isolated from rotation _,
by low friction bearingsand a retrograde drive system, either mechanical or aerodynamic. ,_
Construction of the helium containing envelope follows the practice used by Goodyear for their blimps. A
single gas containment envelope is used without partitions. A ballonet system to provide internal pressure
adjustments for ambient changes is located in the lower portion of the centerlx_dy. An emergency helium
valve is also provided to assureagainst critical over-pressureand allow free balloon control, if necessary.
The control system governscollective and cyclic wing angle of attack variation and is the most sophisticated +
component of the Aerocrane. Hydraulic actuation of wing root, pitch horns is contemplated for setting
collective pitch. Cyc!_c pitch will be controlled by aerodynamic flap adjustments near the wing tip. This
dual wing angle of attack control system also allows for a torsionally flexible wing (if feasible) introducing
an ideal wing twist distribution. An electronic or electromechanical equivalent of a helicopter swashplate
system will ba located in the control cab feeding control signalsto the hydraulic actuators, Some form of
automatic gust sensingand load relief may be required. Standard aircraft practice for control reliability will
be used in the control system design.
Lift Distribution
The required distribution between aerodynamic and aerostatic lift is governed by two design conditions !,+
resulting from the Aerocrane's ,,concept of flight. During loaded flight the wings generate positive thrust to
supplement the aerostatic lift thus supporting the total aircraft weight. In the unloaded condition the wings t
provide a downward aerodynamic thrust to compensate for an excess of aerostatic lift. Dual modes of flight
are possible because of the geometric symmetry inherent in the Aerocrane design. Assum;ng equivalent +
aerodynamic thrust requirements for loaded and unloaded flight, the following relationships apply, i
j
Loaded Condition: WF + Wp + WE " LB + LW (1) i
Unloeded Conditions: WF + WE = LB + LW (21 i
where
WF = Fuel weight i
WE = Aircraft operating weight empty
Wp = Payload weight
LB = Aerostatic Lift _
LW " Net aerodynamic lift
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I Solving these expressions,we find that:
, LW = Wp/2 and (3)
t /
" L_ = WF + WE + Wp/2 {4) :
The net aerodynamic lift equals 50% o{ the design sling load weight. In addition, aerodynamic thrust must *
be provided for translation and control power demands, The aerostatic lift supports the entire aircraft
/ operating weight, fuel and 50% of the design sling load. Estimates of aircraft structural weight forhypothetical Aerocrane designs i_ldicate operating aircraft empty weight fractions between .31 an:J.34.For
t these values the aerostatic lift supports approximately 67% of aircraft t_keoff gross weight and
aerodynamic lift 33%. It is worthwhile to note that this hybrid aircraft allows ",modulation in total lifting
; capacity of around 66% of design takeoff grossweight. This very substantial r,apability is achieved without
requiring a large installed power or ballast transfer.
Wine or Rotor Characteristics '_
. /
""_* The aerodynamic performance of the Aerocrane follows directly from the selection of rotor parameters, r
These characteristics are projected for a hypothetical 55-ton useful load P,erocrana (50-ton sling load and 5
tons of fuel),
Disk loading, DL = .688
- Solidity. o = .149
: Maximum designtip speed, VT = 200 ft./sec.
Blade loading, BE = 6.59
Balloon radius ratio, X i = .43
#
: The first and most significant parameter is disk loading. By examining disk loading of any actuator disk
such as a rotor, one can immediately determine its ideal lifting efficiency - i.e. pounds of thrust per unit of
,: power required, From classical momentum theory, the following expression relates lift efficiency to disk
_' loading for a free rotor.
_, _T.. 550
RHP2_---_ (51
where
1" ,. Rotor thrust
RHP - Rotor power required
p = Ambient air density
DL = Disk loading, thrust per unit disk area
Comparing an Aerocrane with a disk loading of .7 to a large helicopter with a disk Iooding of 10, we see
that the Aeroorsne can ideally produce 45.3 Ib¢ of thrust par rotor horsepower compared to 12 Ibs./rhp for
the helicopter. Large helicopter rotors Ire designed to lessefficient, higher disk Ioedings because of several
design considerations and constraints not applicable to Airocranes. As helicopter disk loading decreasesfor
a constant tip speed, transmission weight, rotor blade weight and rotor profile drag all increase
luMtantially, Practical design considerations such as sufficient rotor kinetic energy for entry into
autorotation0 coning angle constraints and further transmission weight growth place a lower limit on
helicopter tip speeds. The Aerocrane. on the other hand, with r_0main transmission and externally braced
wings achieves good rotor performance at its low disk Ioadings only because of a concurrent reduction in
rotor tip speeds, Thus. a high blade mean lift coefficient is maintained, and profile drag is only a small
fraction of the induced drag.
The interplay among Aeroo'ane rotor design variables is best examined by de_l_ping an express,on for the
Aerocrane rotor figure of merit. M, analogous to a conventional rotor f_gure of merit. Thts is easdy
accomplishec;following the conventional rotor _naly_s contained in reference (I). Using conventional blade
element theory and assumingan ideally twisted rotor, a uniform induced rotor velocity, v. hover flight, a
constant blade profile drag coefficient and no blade taper; an expression for rotor blade element thrust may
be derived. Integrating that expression over each blade from balloon surface to blade tip results in the
follow, ng equation for rotor thrust.
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T - ¼p_Z=R2a[ST- _-_] bcR(1 -X, =) (6)
i where
,, Rotorrotatio.al velocity
R - Total rotor radius
a ,, Rotor bladelift curvedope
eT" Bladetip angleof attack
v - Inducedinflow velocityik_rossa bladeelement
b - Numberof blades
c - Bladechord
Xt " BalloonradiusrB dividedby R
p ,, Ambientairdensity
Definingthe rotorthlustcoefficient,CT, in the conventionalfashionbasedupon :tl annulusof a disk, _
T (7)
CT " pwR=11- Xl z)_z Rz
f
and definingrotor mlidity, o, as the projectedblade area (includingballooncutout) divided by the total
diskarea(includingballooncutout),
bcR
o - f--_rR (81
the clz_ic expressionfor the thrustcoefficientof aconventionalrotor results.
"_4a[eT- )4 (9)CT
where
), ,, _ =rotor inflowratio
othersasdefinedp:evioudy
Similarly, an expressionfor rotor torque coefficient,CO, may be derivedcomposedof inducedpowerand
profilepowerterms.
CQ- O
mrRz(_R)= R(1 -Xz=) 1101,
"_COo(1 + X,=) + XCT
where
COo" Mean bledeprofile dragcoefficient
othersu defined previously
Now,msumlngthat momentumtheory isvalid for the Aeroorenerotor anrtulus,
T - 2_)fRz11-Xl z)vz 1111
combiningequations(7), 111) andthe definitionof rotor inflow razio,X leadsto:
)- "_" 1121
Thus.
"-Coo(1•  13)Co
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eTo these conventional terms an allowance for the sphere's effects on rotor thrust and torque required must
be added. The lohere may causean increase in rotor power required tc produce a given rotor thrust because
of energy Ic_ to frictional drag of the sphere acting on the airstream inflow ,lelocity. On the other hand, .°
the presence of the centerbody which eliminates conventional rotor recirculation at the center may exhibit
- _ a favorable pressure gradient across its surface adding to the rotor thru.q. As tt_e induced velocity is quite
low for Aerocrane disk ioadings and the canterbody radius unusually largecompared to the rotor radius, it
will be assumed that these two eff_ts cancel. A secondsource of wasted oower is the spherefrictional drag
acting on the tangential velocity component at the sphere's surface it, the Diane of _':_t_don. As tho sphere
skin speeds near its equator ace considerably higher than the inflow velocities, this term may not be/
negligible. T._e torque required for this frictional drawlmay be derived by computing the elemental torque
I for an infinitesimal area on the surface of the sphere and integrating over the sphere's _urface. Th". leadsto,
i Q" 1.178p(_rB)2 Ts_rB3 (I4)
h where __'
' Ts" local sphere skin friction drag coefficient
! rB - Centerbody radius
._,#
Combining equation (14) with the definition for Aerocrana torque coefficient leads to an expression for the
torque coefficient due to sphere drag.
COsf" 1.178 Tr2_ Ts (15)II'Xl-I
1 The A_rocrane's hover figure of merit, M, may be defined conventionally by dividing the induced rotor
I power required by the total power required, or in torque coefficient form,
I M "C---T._ +°CDo(1 +X,_)+ 1.178_ _s (16)i ,"a" s )
(Re.terence (2) presents an alternate development for the Aerocrane figure of merit based upon differ¢_Jt
assumptions about the centerbodyas influence on the rotor.)
To examine the influence of tip speed selection, it is necessaryto ckDriveen expressiGn for CT in terms of G
and a blade rrean lift coefficient, _rL. By definition, _'L isdefirm.d from:
R
T ,. _'L(bc½p(flr) adr (17 )I
*! i
Solving and substituting in IKluatio, (7) gi_;
CT _,o (l+x_ +Xl 2)(1 ) (18)
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FIGURE 3.
FIGURE 4. M v=Solidityand_'LM vsBalloonRotorRadiusRatio
Figure 3 plots M ag'_instballoon/rotor radiusratio for severalvaluesof rotor solidity for a constant_'L'
, Rotorperformancefallsoff drasticallyfor valuesof X_greaterthan.5.
Figure 4 is a carpet plot of M againstrotor blade mean lift coefficientand solidity. Here we see the
.! expectedresult that minimizingprofiledragmaximizesrotorefficiency.For aconstantth-ust, X,, and desk ,
loading, higher lift coefficientscombined with higher solidifies produce higher figures of merit. This
:_i amountsto nothingmore than maximizingrotor thrust coefficient by reducingtip speedsto maintain_a
_' _;onstanthrust. Note that the Aerocranemay operateinhoveroverasubstantialrangeof valuesfor CL by
red_cingrater tip speedbelowthe forwardflightcondition.
On _ach figure, the designpoint for a 55-ton usefulIoadAerocraneis indicated.Initially, the selectionof
_ Aerr.¢ranesolidity may seemunduly high comparedto a helicopterrotor. Modernhelicopterrotor_ w,II
havesoliditiesbetween.06 and .09. If the Aero_ranesolio=ty iscorrectedfor the inclusiono/the balloon
cutout, then=
For a definedsolidityof .149, an actualbladesolidity (by convanzicnalrotor definition) of .104 results.
Thisvalueis still highfor a rotor whichoperatesat anadvanceratio,/_, lessthan .35. A partialexplanation
is the impact of the relatively largeballoondrag andeJbstantlala_rosteti¢lift on the relationshipbetween
forward thrust and vertical thrust requirements;and, thus, different solidity requirementsfor a giwn
advanceratio.
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_ FIGURE 5, Installed Horsepower Required
: Forward Flight Performance
r: The Aerocrane is, of course, an inherently low speed aircraft as its translational speed capabilities are
::. constrained by the high drag of its balloon centerbody. Power requirement._ of a 55 ton useful load
:" A_rocrane a_e sllown in Figure 5 for hover and translational flight assumi,-g several values for centerbody
_ drag coefficicnt. Design conditions for this graph are di_ussed in a later sect!on of this paper. It is clear
-_ from the graph that a substantial imbalance between hover p_wer and translational power requirements
exist " reasonable assumed values of sphere lift and drag at forward speedsgreater than 35 knots. This
_ power imbalance reduces as aircraft size increasesbecauseof "square-cube law" effects.
" A_rocrane Blade Environment
• Rotor blade design considerations and problems are substantially different from helicopter rotor design
"_ experience. Aerocrane wings (or blades) operate in a much more benign aerodynamic environment where
_: ; achieving a critical balance between rapidly varying, large aerodynamic and centrifugal forces does not
dominate the design problem. A first major difference is in rates of cyclic pitch changeaccommodated by
the control system. Figure 6 showsan order of magnitude difference between rates of rotor rotation and
: I cyclic pitch variation for equal capacity aircraft. A disk loading of 10 and blade tip speed of 750 ft./sec.
were assumedfor the helicopter.
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FIGURE 6. Cycles of Rotor Motion
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A secondmajor differencebetweenhelicoptersand Aerocranesis in the magnitudeand variationof the _
_. bladeaerodynamicpressureseenby the respectiveblades.The tangentialvelocitycomponent,VT, seenby
abladesectionalongthe rotor isgivenby:
._ VT = Vf cos_sin_+ _r (20)
where ,;
: Vf = Forwardflightspeed _, _
';_ _ = Angleof rotorplaneinclinationwith respect ,
F to free streamvelocity _ _-
_ = 5ladeazimuthangle _ ,
Neglectingthe effect of rotor tilt angl_,the dynamicpressure,q, isgivenby:
_ q = p/2(Vf sin_ + _r) = (21) _.
_r
and integratingover theappropriaterotorspananddividingby the bladelengthgives: _ ;_
Helicopter
¢ _'= p/2Vf =sin2_ + p/2Vfsin_R + p/6(_R) _ (22)
;, Aerocrane
_'= p/2Vf 2sin__/+p/2Vfsin_R(l+xl) +
:. p/6(_R) 2(l+xl +X_2 ) (23)
_ 300
;_. _ / _ELICOPTER
_ LBS./ FT2
,. 200
: 100 "'
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0 90 180 270 360 :i
¢
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FIGURE Z BladeMeanDynamicP-o,ssures _, :
Figure7 showsthat a helicopterblade isexposedto dynamicpressuresanorderof magnitudegreaterth_n _
thoseexperiencedby anAerocranewing. _ '
A third major difference betweenAerocraneand helicopter blade environme,_tsis the magnitude of _ "
centripetalforces.Theexpressionfor thisforce, Fc, at abladestationr is: _
Fc = mgrQ_ or (24)
Fc/m= r_ _g
where
g = Forceof gravity .,_.
m = Massof rotor bladeelement .!
579 :"*:
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: *_ At the helicopterblade tip, an accelerationequal to 272 g°s is experienced.At the blade tip of the
_, Aerocrane,a forceequalonly to 7.1 g'sisexperienc=d.
Other differenceswhich havea first order impacto._the blade designproblemare bladeaspectratio and
:' blade root bendingrelief. In contrastwith a helicopterrotor blade,an Aerucranewing (or blade) _,asa
!"'" " muchloweraspectratio,andtendsto exhibitgreatertorsionalstability. Root bendingmomentsare relieved
by cablebracing.Column stabilityof the wingwill be an importantdesignconsideration.In manyrespects
the Aerocranewing designproblemismorecomparableto standard,lightaircraftfixed wingdesignthantc
helicopterbiadedesign.
%- /
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FIGURE 8. Aircraft Empty WeightFraction
_;izeandWei.qhtComparisonsBetweenHelicoptersandAerocranes
Althot,gh still in the first stagesof preliminarydesign,it is worthwhileto attempt comparisonsbetween
projected Aerocranesand projectionsof helicoptertechnology Figure 8 plots aircraft empty weight
fraction as a function of designgrossweight for very heavylift helicoptersand Aerocranes.It showsthe
Aerocraneto havea significantadvantagecomp_re3to anequivalentcapacityhelicopter,andthisadvantage
increaseswith aircraft size. The Aerocrane'svery low projectedempty weight fraction may seem more
reasonablewhen one considersthat 66% of the Aerocranelift isproducedby the balloonelement,and
existing heavy lift balloon designsexhibit empty weight fractionsequal to .15 for this size. Figure 9
comparesinst_lledshaft hor_o,powcrof the point designsexamined.The largeinstalledshaft horsepower
advantageshownby the Aerocraneis a direct resultof its lower gro._sweight for a givenpayload,partia:
balloonlift and lower rotordiskloading.The Aerocraneisa substantiallylarger,morecumbersomeairc_a't
than the helicopter, but as payloadcapability increases,the Aerocranegrows at a slower rate. The
Aerocrane's_,enterbodyisactuallya _imensionallyefficientlifting surfacein largesizes.If itsdiskloadingis
definedasthe buoyant lifting forcedrdded by cross-sectionalrea, then the 55 ton usefulload Aerocrane
h=sa balloondiskloadingof 5.94 Ibs./sq,ft. "[hisdi_k loadingincreasesin proportionto centerbodyradius.
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The Aerocrane weight trends were developed based upon preliminary design work completed to date.
Estimates were made for a MIL STD 1371 weight breakdown format suitably modified to account for
•_ special features of Aerocranes. A design ultimate load factor of 5.25 was used. The Aerocrane's main
structure is a truss with column and tension members. Column weights were estimated using the allowable ,_
compression stressfor primary stability using 24 ST aluminum, _,_dthe tension members ;_ere assumed to ._
,_ be 1 x 19 steel aircraft cable. Weights of the wing fairing, coutrols and control cab were estimated by _
.. analyzing the design point Aerocrane in comparison to similar aircraft structure. Power plants and _;
"_ installation weights were estimated usingengine manufacturer's data and fixed wing installation experience,
' Au×iliary equipment weights were derived from published heavy lift helicopter data. Parametric weight '_
_ trends supplied by Raven Industries were used to estimate weights for the aerostatic envelope _nd gas
"_ manaFjement system. Installed shaft horsepower was calculated by determining rotor horsepower
requirements for the forward flight design condition and assuming a propeller efficiency eqJai to 35.
, Weight of the 110-ton useful load Aerocrane was established by applying growth far.tors to the 55-ton
design point which was divided into three categories: (1) load bearing structure, (2) non-load bearing
structure, and (3) special equipment. Load bearing structure was assumed to increase in proportion to the
four/third power, non-load bearing structure increased directly and special equipment was held constant.
The 110-ton projection produced an aircraft empty weight equal to 110,700 Ibs. Adding 20,000 Ibs. fuel,
600 Ibs. crew, 120 Ibs. of fluid residuesand 200,000 Ibs. of sling load, an aircraft grossweight equal to
231,420 Ibs. and an empty weight/gross weight ratio equal to .334 results.
Helicopter empty weight trends were those discussedin reference (3). In that paper projections of future
heavy lift helicopter empty weight fractions were developed 10esedupon recent U.S. and Soviet helicopter
design trends. A reasonably good check was applied to this trend by comparing the resultsof an advanced
helicopter design study ano data from the Army's HLH program. As might be anticipated, the hardware
technolocjy program came in high and the design study low. Using this trend hypothetical helicoptel design
points were selected. Installed shaft horsepowers were calculated for the design points examined by _
assuminga design disk loading of 10 Ibs./sq. ft., a tandem rotor configuration and a rotor figure of merit
equal to .74. A transmission mechanical efficiency equal to .975 and a 4% hover download were used, and
no losseswere deducted for cooling and auxiliary power requirements.
Although it may be argued that the helicopter weight trend representsa far more established trend than tl_a
Aerocrane projections based upon the limited studiescompleted to date, it may also be argued that a more _
detailed u_derstanding of the A_rocrane design will allow better definition of design loading conditions, _
rr.ofe optimal selection of aircraft configuration parameters and a subsequent reduction in aircraft weight. _
In this paper, it is assumedthat these considerations mutually cancel. '_
5_i -"
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• The significanceof Figures8 and 9 isthat (1) the Aerocrane concept allows much larger capacity aircraft to
be built than our present and foreseeable helicopter technology base, and (2) for equal capacity, the
significantly lower structural weight fraction and installed shaft horsepower of the Aerocrane should imply
"- , a considerable savingsin investment costscompared to an ultra heavy lift helicopter. These potential savings
are discussedin reference (2).
_ NAVY AND MARINE CORPS APPLICATIONS
/
/ The Navy and Marine Corps anticipate growing future requirements for crane services (or vertical lift) in
'" fleet support and amphibious assault operations. While many operational requirements for aerial lift have
been established such as VERTREP and general amphibious assaultsupport, many times the need exists to
lift or transfer loads so far in excess of present aircraft capabilities that no real recognition of many , -
situations as aerial problems has been made. If cost effective aerial cranes were available in the 100.ton e
range, military effectiveness would improve in many areas including transportation of special combat <
equipment, harbor preparation, construction of elevated causeways, combat road construction, ship repair
;.... -.- and salvage,and submarine rescue operations. A principal application of the Aerocrane concept may be to
support amphibious assaultsand subsequent operations ashore. Aerocranes would be complementary to
: medium and heavy lift helicopter forces providing tt;e very heavy lift capacity to complete a vertic31
,: envelopment in transporting heavy equipment critical during the different phasesof operation.
In addition to the primary amphibious assault functions, the Aerocrane potentially offers effective
" operations in a wide variety of peacetime support missions.This includes recovery of damaged equipmert,
support of military construction projects, tran_ortation of DSRV's for submarine rescue operations and
mobile crane servicesfor ship repairs.
REVIEW OF SELECTED PROBLEM AREAS
_ As with any new concept a particular advantage or new performance capability is easily projected. What is
not as clear are the extent of techni.al unknowns and problems to resolve before a successfulaircraft may
be developed. The Aerocrane is not an exception. In this section, a number of potential problem areasare
highlighted and peculiar design conditions discussed.
Presently, the most serious technical unknown is the increase in basic drag and lift of the Aerocrane
centerbody due to Magnusforces. Magnus lift and drag are the result of the rotation of a body of revolution
about its principal axis perpendicular to the free stream velocity. Its most seriouseffect on the Aerocrane
concept is not the growth in thrust requirement as Magnusforces increase, but the increase in angular tilt of
the Aerocrane required to produce compensatiqg forces and the subsequent effects on rotor control
moments, blade stall and other design considerations. The relationships for equilibrium flight are easily
derived after construction of a free body diagram. Figure 10 is a free body diagram for an Aerocrane in
equilibrium loaded flight. _umming the forces about each axis and algebraic manipulation leads to the
following equations.
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FIGURE 10. Free Body Diagram
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where
i, 3' = Angle of Aerocrane nnchnation requ0red
to compensate for Magnus lift and total
:' Centerbody Drag
_; LB = Aerostatic lift
LM = Magnus lift
'_ D = Total Centerbody Drag
W = Total aircraft weight
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._ FIGURE 11. Aerocrane Skew Angle
"-. Foqulc ] 1 I)lot'_ total anqular tdt as d function of assumed centerbody lift, CLM, and drag coethclents for a
40kn_H (h:sngnccru;:,e;peed Practical dlrcraftdestgnsmust denlon_trdte hit and dragcoeff,_.ocntSl)ernlnlimq
reds(ulal)le skew angles for thP forward qtght design cotl(.htuons.
,._ ;ttPrdhJre serves, h,,_ flot produced experimental data appropriate to the Aerocrane problem ] lu, closest
(:xperlmenls ,wolved small, rotat,lg spheres _na hogh speed flow. Here, sphere lilt and drag coeff,clents aS
luqh as CLM .4 and C D .6 were measured for solne values of sphere equatorial surface and frlte stream
velo(:Ity ratios.
However, the dpphcdblhty of this data to the Aerocrane problem is highly questionable for several reasons.
F0rst, the exl)erunents were rurl at sub critical Reynold's pumbers, below that Reynold's nurul)el wher{, a
'.harp drop ,;_ non rotating sphere drag coefficient occurs Second, the effects of mchnatlon of tile
rolaDollal dxIS IiHO the free stream were not exam=ne(I All recorded data usfor tile perl)enducular con(JltlOll
Ftnally, the effect of tile rotor or=the d,rtlow drOLllld the sl)here is unknown
' h. second techrrocal unknown is the 0nllucnce of the centerbody turbulent wake during forward fhght on tile
rotatu_g wings as they pass behln(I tile sphere. Th,s wake may represent only another structural IoadH_gt¢;
I)e consfflered or) the design of the wing or _t moqht produce a complex interaction effectinq wuJq angle ()!
attack variation, and hence, control system desoqn,and aircraft flying qualities.
A tlnrd dred reclu_rlng extens0ve invest_(jatuonto e,st,,hhsh cot)cel)t feasd)lhty art,, the dyf|a|llIcs of aircraft ,:
n_otton, In the case where the control cab _satt,oched to the centerbody surfaLe, the rotor us:)el)dr,_tedd
sul)stdntadl (hstdtlce from the control cab Thus, unusual cal) motions arls,ng from rotor tdt to (:()Ilq)e't)s,lt(.'
|oi gusts ()r 51n;ildr (hsturl)ances may (:oI1[use the pdot In the urlloade(l conchtu)n rotor co,nl)ensat,on h.;_,_
qust (hsturhd,U:_, (.,0uses the c,,b to trdnsldte,lg,Jmst th,' chr_,ctnonof tile d=sturbance a stahHn/H]q ,'th,ct _.
HuwPv=,r. on tlu, lo,=d_,(JCOll(hll()ll, t01tu=,Jthe rotor for gust Colnl)erls,ltl()l) 1ot0t=dllyC,_U_*'Sth,, *.'h to -;:%
1
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' translate in the direction of the disturbance - an undesirable, destabilizing effect. When maneuverinq a load
,_ befo,'e release, the pilot will be queing on the motion of the load and an analysis of t:,e total
"' aircraft-gayload system including tim effects of payload pcndular motion is necessary. If a significant
+; problem exists, suspendingthe load and cab nearer to the sphere'scenter may be a viable alternative.
,_ In addition to the previously mentioned major technical concerns, there are a number of peculiar design
conditior._ not known to be previously encountered in aircraft design.Some of these are:
_, 1. Exposure of the engines and propellers to continuous centripetal and gyroscopic
'_ forces.
'1
•" 2. The propellers located near the wing tips will have an unsteady flow field as a design
: condition. _,.
3. A dual mode flight control system is required for loaded and unloaded flight.
4. Aerostatic forces must be integrated into a central rigid structure which supports
aerodynamic and payload forces.
Operational Considerations;,
+
; The Aerocrane exhibits to a lesser extent all of the size and inertia disadvantages of airships. Large
aerodynamic forces will be generated by changes in ambient wind conditions. With an installed vectorable
thrust at least equal to 34% of aircraft weight, substantial maneuvering forces in any direction may be
generated to compensate for wind gustsand to accelerate and decelerate the Aerocrane. Accelerations will
be faster than an airship, vectorable, but slower than a helicopter. Mooring may be accomplished anywhere
_r a fixed attachment point to the ground is available. This simple mooring arrangement is in sharp contrast to
the elaborate needsof the normal airship.
_' The Aerocrane's peculiar design will require many unusual maintenance features. Most important is access
_ to the engine and wing flight controls. This will require special accessroutes within the wing and balloon
,_ structure. Electric winches must be integral to the wing designto allow an engine changewithout requiring
a ground crane.
,' CONCLUSIONS
The Aerocrane concept offers a potential for order of magnitude improvements in maximum VTOL lift
capacity and reduced acquisition cost; compared to an equivalent lift helicopter. The mechanism which
allows this is the partial substitution of low cost, heavy lift balloon technology for high cost, rotor
technology. The penalties are the reduced forward speed envelope and the reduction of the excellent flying
qualities of the helicopter. Operating weight empty fractions between .31 and .35 are estimated for
Aerocranes compared to between .57 and .72 for very heavy lift helicopters. The Aerocrane's design
simplicity, benign flight environment and potential for rugged construction because of a relaxed empha3ms
on minimizing structural weight fraction may result in a substantial improvement in aircraft operational
availability. Principal areas of uncertainty to be addressed in a development program are aircraft stability
and control characteristics, adequacy of forward speed capability and modes of operation considering its
airship-size bulk and gust sensitivity.
These considerations clearly limit the normal missions of the Aerocrane to short range, high load/unload
cycle requirements where loads are in excess of helicop_,er capabilities. In rare casesof heavy equipment
transport, where high surface transportation costs are coupled with a need for controlled dehvery to a
construction ,,ote, the Aerocrane might find an area for service. Thus, the Aerocrane does not compete
directly with either helicopters o:" future airships as the Aerocrane concept does not scale down to
helicopter load size nor can the Aerocrane offer efficient long range service comparable to the airship.
However, within the operational spectrum of the Aerocrana lies a significant area of use where
lighter.than air technology may be of service.
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